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Matthew Monahan at Anton Kern Gallery
Anton Kern Gallery is proud to present the second solo show in New York of American artist Matthew
Monahan. The artist will be showing large formats of charcoal drawings produced in the last year. The
drawings are made with fine layers of charcoal dust that adheres to the paper through the use of fingers or
simply blown. The material and concept are pre-arranged so there is no interruption in the process. The
dusty and gloomy shapes and silhouettes result into dreamy landscapes where gestures and images emerge
simultaneous.
These both abstract and figurative landscapes are enchanted and almost surreal, one feels like a child trying
to find images in the clouds. The artist explores the mind of the spectator, challenging us to recreate the
spirit of a lost land, a lost story that is ready to be recreated through our eyes. The artist says that the work
“opens up an indefinite space to wander in, and to lose the sure course of the line in the dark and flickering
shadows, and imperceptible accidents of dust”
Monahan’s new work is a result of an intense search for identity. By analyzing his fears and desires the
artist tries to define his mind and feelings. The opposition of basic elements like good and evil, earth and
heaven, death and life… are basically too obvious to be discussed. Yet Matthew brings an extraordinary
creation using this topic as a main part of his work. He explores the mind’s desire to be free and the notion
of a mind addicted to escaping itself.
Monahan’s work is part of major collections in Europe such as Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam, Boijmans
Van Beuningen in Rotterdam, Utrecht Museum in Utrecht, Georg Herold in Cologne and Willem Oorbeek
in Brussels just to name a few.
Opening Thursday, January 10th, 2001 from 6-8pm. The show will run through February 16th.
The gallery is open Tuesday through Saturday, 10 am-6 pm.
February - March 2002 new work by Sarah Jones.

For further information, please contact Fernanda Arruda or Argot Murelius at tel: 212.3679663, fax
212.3678135 or email: akern@jps.net.

